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Our Vision & Rationale
Characteristics of an effective learner and a successful scientist
Our vision is to give children a science curriculum that enables them to explore and discover the world around them. We aim to provide opportunities to nurture
children’s curiosity through an inquiry-based curriculum that promotes exploration and investigation. Our aim is that these learning opportunities will help children secure
and extend their skills and knowledge while encouraging a lifelong interest in science.

The understanding of key ideas in science is built on across the key stages and a progression of skills allows pupils to move from early observations and exploration, to
considered questioning and drawing out of ideas. Strategies to allow pupils to show their deeper understanding of key scientific ideas include; making observations,
asking questions, planning their own investigations, producing annotated drawings, drawing scientific conclusions and developing their skills as young scientists.

An effective scientist:

Is curious about the world
around them and asks
questions that require

investigation

Draws on prior knowledge to
understand the world & make
connections and predictions

Has the skills to carry out all
aspects of an investigation

Works systematically and with
increasing precision

Can draw together evidence to
make conclusions and use this

to ask further questions

These learning behaviours are
particularly helpful in becoming an

effective scientist:

Purpose of study
A high-quality science education provides the foundations for understanding the world through the specific disciplines of biology, chemistry and physics. Science has changed our lives and
is vital to the world’s future prosperity, and all pupils should be taught essential aspects of the knowledge, methods, processes and uses of science. Through building up a body of key
foundational knowledge and concepts, pupils should be encouraged to recognise the power of rational explanation and develop a sense of excitement and curiosity about natural
phenomena. They should be encouraged to understand how science can be used to explain what is occurring, predict how things will behave, and analyse causes.



Aims
The national curriculum for science aims to ensure that all pupils:
▪ develop scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding through the specific disciplines of biology, chemistry and physics

▪ develop understanding of the nature, processes and methods of science through different types of science enquiries that help them to answer scientific questions about the world

around them

▪ are equipped with the scientific knowledge required to understand the uses and implications of science, today and for the future.

Scientific Knowledge and conceptual understanding
The programmes of study describe a sequence of knowledge and concepts. While it is important that pupils make progress, it is also vitally important that they develop a secure
understanding of each key block of knowledge and concepts in order to progress to the next stage.

Pupils should be able to describe associated processes and key characteristics in common language, but they should also be familiar with, and use, technical terminology accurately and
precisely. They should build up an extended specialist vocabulary. They should also apply their mathematical knowledge to their understanding of science, including collecting, presenting
and analysing data. The social and economic implications of science are important but, generally, they are taught most appropriately within the wider school curriculum: teachers will use
different contexts to maximise their pupils’ engagement with and motivation to study science.

The nature, processes and methods of science
‘Working scientifically’ specifies the understanding of the nature, processes and methods of science for each year group. It should not be taught as a separate strand. The notes and
guidance give examples of how ‘working scientifically’ might be embedded within the content of biology, chemistry and physics, focusing on the key features of scientific enquiry, so that
pupils learn to use a variety of approaches to answer relevant scientific questions. These types of scientific enquiry should include: observing over time; pattern seeking; identifying,
classifying and grouping; comparative and fair testing (controlled investigations); and researching using secondary sources. Pupils should seek answers to questions through collecting,
analysing and presenting data.

Attainment targets
By the end of each key stage, pupils are expected to know, apply and understand the matters, skills and processes specified in the relevant programme of study with every child assessed at
the end of each topic.
.

SEND Provision - an inclusive curriculum

When planning and teaching lessons, teachers will consider how all children learn and provide a tailored Science curriculum to meet each individual child’s needs. The
child’s needs are met by teachers considering the following SEND:

● Specific Literacy difficulty – could the child type? Use pictures to show their outcome,? An adult scribe?  Scaffolding written work?
● Auditory processing/memory needs - Key word banks, visual task planners and chunking auditory input
● Working Memory – Keep the task practical and on the intended learning outcome, support reading and writing and adapt task accordingly, visuals structures may include; now

and next visuals, success criteria, key words, concrete apparatus
● Difficulties with vocabulary and or word finding - pre-teaching and over learning of key vocabulary, multi-sensory approach, make semantic links between real experience and

vocabulary teaching
● Slower processing for visual/verbal information - additional processing time, pace of the lesson and additional thinking time
● Receptive language barriers – refer to key vocabulary when teaching, draw on visual stimuli and sometimes adapt key instructions for individuals. Support staff adapt

instructional/conceptual language for key groups of children
● Barriers with numeracy skills – use of technology, mixed ability pairings/groupings, scaffolding work (bar graphs, line graphs, scatter graphs)



● Social communication difficulties/Autism - individual workspaces, working with an adult 1:1/ in a pair/ mixed groupings, Sensory diet provision, visual planners, social stories and
comic strip conversations, use of Zones of Regulation

● Social emotional needs (motivation, low sense of self, needs around attention, concentration and self-regulation) – visual support, wobble cushions, sensory tools and ear
defenders use

Inclusion and Diversity

At St.Mark’s, we strive to build a culture in science where difference is valued and is part of what makes science inspiring. We highlight the scientists who have
contributed to significant discoveries from the past and continue to take opportunities to ensure that these scientists are from a range of backgrounds and cultures
including women, Black, Asian and minority ethnic (BAME). We encourage the children to challenge stereotypes and seek to raise the aspirations of children by
highlighting careers in science and the STEM subjects.

Science Early Years

Early Learning Goals:

Expressive Arts and Design

Creating with materials:

● Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with colour, design, texture, form and function.

Understanding the  World:

The Natural World:

● Explore the natural world around them, making observations and drawing pictures of animals and plants.

● Know some similarities and differences between the natural world around them and contrasting environments, drawing on their experiences and what has been read in class.

● Understand some important processes and changes in the natural world around them, including the seasons and changing states of matter.

3 & 4 year-olds and Reception will have experienced:

Expressive Arts and Design

● Explore different materials freely, in order to develop their ideas about how to use them and what to make.

● Develop their own ideas and then decide which materials to use to express them.

● Join different materials and explore different textures.



Understanding the World

(3 & 4 Year-olds)

● Explore how things work.

● Plant seeds and care for growing plants.

● Understand the key features of the life cycle of a plant and an animal.

● Begin to understand the need to respect and care for the natural environment and all living things.

● Explore and talk about different forces they can feel.

● Talk about the differences between materials and changes they notice.

Reception

● Explore the natural world around them.

● Describe what they see, hear and feel whilst outside.

● Recognise some environments that are different to the one in which they live.

● Understand the effect of changing seasons on the natural world around them.

Key Skills

● Explore the world around us and see how it changes as we enter autumn/spring/summer

● Change in living things/ changes in the leaves, weather and seasons

● Encourage interactions with the outdoors to foster curiosity and give children freedom to touch, smell and hear the natural world around them

● After close observation, draw pictures of the natural world including animals and plants

● Learn about what a palaeontologist is and how they explore really old artefacts

● Introduce Mary Anning as the first female to find a fossil

● Explore a range of minibeasts/farm animals and their babies/ jungle and safari animals/sea creatures, learn their names and label their body parts

● Explore floating and sinking

● Exploring metallic and non-metallic objects

● Introduce the children to significant figures who have been to space e.g Valentina Tereshkova, Helen Sharmon and Neil Armstrong

● Introduce the children to NASA

Key modelling and questioning

Use of key vocabulary from practitioners:

● Use of open ended questioning.
● Use of ‘I wonder what would happen if’ …
● How many different ways can you…?
● Tell me about your choice to…/ how did you make that decision?
● How will you use the materials today?
● What else can you test?
● What else could you try?



● What will happen if…?
● What do you think will happen next?
● What did you see happen?

● Why do you think it happened?

● Do you think the same thing will happen every time?
● If you …, how would it change…?
● Tell me about what you discovered?

Characteristics of effective learning:

The characteristics of effective learning are pivotal to the science teaching across the of whole primary age range. The focus is on how children learn rather than what they learn i.e.
process over outcome. All children should adopt, and  practitioners should facilitate, these characteristics to enable young scientists to be engaged, involved and think creatively and
critically about a scientific problem or question they have.

The three areas of the characteristics of effective learning are:

Playing and exploring - children investigate and experience things, and ‘have a go’;
Active learning - children concentrate and keep on trying if they encounter difficulties, and enjoy achievements; and
Creating and thinking critically - children have and develop their own ideas, make links between ideas, and develop strategies for doing things.

The highlighted sections show the area within the characteristic of effective learning that relate to the types of scientific learners we wish to produce here at St Mark’s:

Playing and Exploring – Engagement

Finding Out And Exploring Playing With What I Know Being Willing To Have A Go

I am curious about objects, events and people. I pretend objects are things from my experiences. I initiate activities.

I use my senses to explore the world around me. I represent my experiences in my play. I seek challenge.

I engage in open ended activities. I take on a role in my play. I show a ‘can do’ attitude.

I show particular interests. I act out experiences with other people. I take risks, engage in new activities and learn from ‘trial and

error’.

Active Learning – Being involved

Being Involved And Concentrating Keep On Trying Enjoy Achieving What I Set Out To Do

I maintain focus on an activity for a period of time. I persist with an activity when challenges occur. I show satisfaction in meeting my own goals.

I show high levels of energy and fascination. I show a belief that more effort or a different approach will pay

off.

I am proud of how I accomplish something, not just the end

result.



I am not easily distracted. I bounce back after difficulties. I enjoy meeting challenges for my own sake, rather than external

praise.

I pay attention to details.

Creating and Thinking Critically

Having My Own Ideas Making Links Choosing Ways To Do Things

I think of ideas. I make links and notice patterns in my experiences. I plan, making decisions about how to approach a task, solve a

problem and reach a goal.

I find ways to solve problems. I make predictions. I check how well my activities are going.

I find new ways to do things. I test my ideas. I change strategy as needed.

I develop ideas of grouping, sequences and cause and effect. I review how well my approach worked.

Science Key Stage One

The principal focus of science teaching in key stage 1 is to enable pupils to experience and observe phenomena, looking more closely at the natural and humanly-constructed world around
them. They should be encouraged to be curious and ask questions about what they notice. They should be helped to develop their understanding of scientific ideas by using different types
of scientific enquiry to answer their own questions, including observing changes over a period of time, noticing patterns, grouping and classifying things, carrying out simple comparative
tests, and finding things out using secondary sources of information. They should begin to use simple scientific language to talk about what they have found out and communicate their
ideas to a range of audiences in a variety of ways. Most of the learning about science should be done through the use of first-hand practical experiences, but there should also be some use
of appropriate secondary sources, such as books, photographs and videos.
‘Working scientifically’ is described separately in the programme of study, but must always be taught through and clearly related to the teaching of substantive science content in the
programme of study. Throughout the notes and guidance, examples show how scientific methods and skills might be linked to specific elements of the content.
Pupils should read and spell scientific vocabulary at a level consistent with their increasing word reading and spelling knowledge at key stage 1.

Year One

Working Scientifically

▪ asking simple questions and recognising that they can be answered in different ways

▪ observing closely, using simple equipment

▪ performing simple tests



▪ identifying and classifying

▪ using their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions

▪ gathering and recording data to help in answering questions

Biology Chemistry Physics

Plants Animals, including humans Animals, including humans Everyday materials Seasonal changes

▪ identify and name a variety of
common wild and garden plants,
including deciduous and
evergreen trees

▪ identify and describe the basic
structure of a variety of common
flowering plants, including trees.

▪ identify and name a variety of
common animals including fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and
mammals

▪ identify and name a variety of
common animals that are
carnivores, herbivores and
omnivores

▪ describe and compare the
structure of a variety of
common animals (fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and
mammals, including pets)

▪ identify, name, draw and label
the basic parts of the human
body and say which part of the
body is associated with each
sense.

▪ distinguish between an object and
the material from which it is made

▪ identify and name a variety of
everyday materials, including
wood, plastic, glass, metal, water,
and rock

▪ describe the simple physical
properties of a variety of everyday
materials

▪ compare and group together a
variety of everyday materials on
the basis of their simple physical
properties.

▪ observe changes across the four
seasons

▪ Observe and describe weather
associated with the seasons and
how day length varies.

Term taught: Summer 1 & 2

CONCEPT: Flower Power/ Into the
Woods

Big Question: Are all journeys good?

Hooks: Looking at nature in the local
area

Trip Opportunity:
Trip to the local woods.
Trip to the wild flower meadow.
Visit from local meadow leader.
Trip to Hillier Gardens, Romsey

Term taught: Autumn 2

CONCEPT:  Polar explorers

Big Question: Is our World the same
for everyone?

Hooks: David Attenborough
programme which shows polar regions

Trip Opportunity:
Mrs Stonehouse (Staff) as a visitor to

each of the classes to talk about
her father Bernard Stonehouse
who was a polar explorer in
Antarctica.

Term taught: Autumn 1

CONCEPT: Sensational Senses

Big Question: Are senses important
and how are they affected by the
world around us?

Key Texts: The very Hungry Caterpillar-
Eric Carle

Hooks: Blindfolds - use of touch, ear
defenders - use of facial images and lip
reading

Term taught: Spring 1 & 2

CONCEPT:  Use your imagination/ On
the move!

Big Question: How have toys changed
since the time of Queen Victoria?

Key Texts: Mrs Armitage on Wheels
Lost in the Toy museum – David Lucas

Hooks: Trip to milestones museum in
Basingstoke to view toys from the past

Trip Opportunity:Trip to milestones
museum in Basingstoke to view
toys from the past

Term taught:  Autumn 2 (Ongoing
throughout the year)

CONCEPT: Why does the weather
change throughout the year?

Big Question: How does our
environment change throughout the
year?

Hooks: Making seasonal tree calendars
for the following year. How does our
environment change physically in
different seasons?

Trip Opportunity:
Autumn / Winter / Spring and Summer

walks in our school grounds.
What has changed?



Photos of the same areas over the
seasons for comparison.

Key Skills:
Identifying and classifying
Using observations and ideas to
suggest answers to questions

Key Skills:
Identifying and classifying

Key Skills:
Using observations and ideas to
suggest answers to questions

Key Skills:
Using observations and ideas to suggest
answers to questions
Simple tests

Key Skills:
Using observations and ideas to
suggest answers to questions

Key Vocabulary: evergreen, deciduous,
root, stem, leaf, seed

Key Vocabulary:  fish, amphibians,
reptiles, birds and mammals
carnivores, herbivores and
omnivores

Key Vocabulary basic parts of the
human body

Key Vocabulary: hard/soft; stretchy/stiff;
shiny/dull; rough/smooth; bendy/not
bendy; waterproof/not waterproof;
absorbent/not absorbent;
opaque/transparent

Key Vocabulary:
spring, summer, autumn, winter and
associated types of weather

Assessment Task:
Observe, identify and classify trees and
plants.
Draw diagrams showing the parts of
different plants including trees.

Assessment Task:
Observe the different types of weather
associated with each season.
Data about rainfall and sunlight is
gathered each season and compared.

Assessment Task:
Identify the different parts of the
human body.
Observe and identify a range of
different animals explaining how they
are similar and different.

Assessment Task:
Identify and classify a range of everyday
materials.
Ask a range of simple questions about
objects to identify their properties.

Assessment Task:
Identify plants and trees using simple
equipment.
Observe and classify plants and trees.

Year Two

Working Scientifically

▪ asking simple questions and recognising that they can be answered in different ways

▪ observing closely, using simple equipment

▪ performing simple tests

▪ identifying and classifying

▪ using their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions gathering and recording data to help in answering questions.

Biology Chemistry

Plants Animals including humans Living things and their habitats Uses of everyday materials

● observe and describe how seeds and
bulbs grow into mature plants

● find out and describe how plants need
water, light and a suitable temperature
to grow and stay healthy.

● notice that animals, including humans,

have offspring which grow into adults

● find out about and describe the basic

needs of animals, including humans, for

survival (water, food and air)

● describe the importance for humans of
exercise, eating the right amounts of
different types of food, and hygiene.

● explore and compare the differences
between things that are living, dead, and
things that have never been alive

● identify that most living things live in
habitats to which they are suited and
describe how different habitats provide
for the basic needs of different kinds of
animals and plants, and how they
depend on each other

● identify and compare the suitability of a

variety of everyday materials, including

wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock,

paper and cardboard for particular uses

● find out how the shapes of solid objects

made from some materials can be

changed by squashing, bending, twisting

and stretching.



● identify and name a variety of plants and
animals in their habitats, including
micro-habitats

● describe how animals obtain their food
from plants and other animals, using the
idea of a simple food chain, and identify
and name different sources of food.

Term taught: Summer 1

CONCEPT: Our Amazing World

Big Question:  How can we make our local
environment even better?: The Owl who was
afraid of the dark

Hooks: Planting seeds

Trip Opportunity: Local walk in woods around
school to view wildlife

Term taught: Spring 1 & 2

CONCEPT: Pioneers/ Me and You

Big Question: How have pioneers enriched our
lives?/ How does learning about people enrich
our lives?

Hooks: Timelapse images/videos of young
growing into adults

Term taught: Summer 2

CONCEPT: Oh the places You’ll go!

Big Question: What can we do to take
responsibility for looking after our world?

Hooks: David Attenborough videos with animals
living in different parts of the world.

Trip Opportunity: Local walk in woods around
school to view wildlife

Term taught: Autumn 1 & 2

CONCEPT: Beauty on My Doorstep

Big Question: When is change good?

Hooks: Building/making houses from different
materials - whose is the strongest? How do you
know?

Key Skills:
Using observations and ideas to suggest answers
to questions

Key Skills:
asking simple questions and recognising that
they can be answered in different ways

Key Skills:
Using observations and ideas to suggest answers
to questions

Key Skills:
Using observations and ideas to suggest answers
to questions
▪ performing simple tests

Key Vocabulary:
leaf, plant, bulb, seed, shoot, root, seed dispersal,
flower, energy, growth, germination, seedling

Key Vocabulary:
egg, chick, chicken; egg, caterpillar, pupa,
butterfly; spawn, tadpole, frog; lamb, sheep.
Growing into adults can include reference to
baby, toddler, child, teenager, adult
survival  exercise   nutrition growth
reproduction

Key Vocabulary:
Environment, habitat, micro habitat, seashore,
woodland, desert, rainforest, ocean, leaf litter,
conditions, climate

Key Vocabulary:
Wood, glass, metal, plastic, stone, classify, identify,
record, waterproof, absorb, stretch, twist, bend,
squash, properties, suitability

Assessment Task:
Observe and record, with some accuracy, the
growth of a variety of plants from seed.

Observe similar plants at different stages of
growth.

Set up a comparative test to show that
plants need light and water to stay
healthy.

Assessment Task:
Observe and record changes to the body after
exercise.

Gather information about school meal choices
and use this to answer questions.

Assessment Task:
Sort and classify things according to whether
they are living, dead or were never
alive,and record findings using charts.

Construct a simple food chain that includes
humans (eg, grass, cow, human).

Describe the conditions in different habitats
and microhabitats and find out how

Assessment Task:
Perform simple tests to identify the suitability of
materials for different purposes.

Record outcomes to investigations in different
ways.

Use observations to help answer questions.



these conditions affect the number and
type(s) of plants and animals that live there.

Science Lower Key Stage Two

The principal focus of science teaching in lower key stage 2 is to enable pupils to broaden their scientific view of the world around them. They should do this through exploring, talking
about, testing and developing ideas about everyday phenomena and the relationships between living things and familiar environments, and by beginning to develop their ideas about
functions, relationships and interactions. They should ask their own questions about what they observe and make some decisions about which types of scientific enquiry are likely to be
the best ways of answering them, including observing changes over time, noticing patterns, grouping and classifying things, carrying out simple comparative and fair tests and finding
things out using secondary sources of information. They should draw simple conclusions and use some scientific language, first, to talk about and, later, to write about what they have
found out.

‘Working scientifically’ is described separately at the beginning of the programme of study, but must always be taught through and clearly related to substantive science content in the
programme of study. Throughout the notes and guidance, examples show how scientific methods and skills might be linked to specific elements of the content.

Pupils should read and spell scientific vocabulary correctly and with confidence, using their growing word reading and spelling knowledge.

Year Three

Working Scientifically

▪ asking relevant questions and using different types of scientific enquiries to answer them

▪ setting up simple practical enquiries, comparative and fair tests

▪ making systematic and careful observations and, where appropriate, taking accurate measurements using standard units, using a range of
equipment, including thermometers and data loggers

▪ gathering, recording, classifying and presenting data in a variety of ways to help in answering questions

▪ recording findings using simple scientific language, drawings, labelled diagrams, keys, bar charts, and tables

▪ reporting on findings from enquiries, including oral and written explanations, displays or presentations of results and conclusions

▪ using results to draw simple conclusions, make predictions for new values, suggest improvements and raise further questions

▪ identifying differences, similarities or changes related to simple scientific ideas and processes

▪ using straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions or to support their findings



Biology Chemistry Physics

Plants Animals including humans Rocks Forces Light

▪ identify and describe the
functions of different parts of
flowering plants: roots,
stem/trunk, leaves and flowers

▪ explore the requirements of
plants for life and growth (air,
light, water, nutrients from soil,
and room to grow) and how they
vary from plant to plant

▪ investigate the way in which
water is transported within
plants

▪ explore the part that flowers
play in the life cycle of flowering
plants, including pollination,
seed formation and seed
dispersal.

▪ identify that animals, including
humans, need the right types
and amount of nutrition, and
that they cannot make their
own food; they get nutrition
from what they eat

▪ identify that humans and some
other animals have skeletons
and muscles for support,
protection and movement.

▪ compare and group together
different kinds of rocks on the
basis of their appearance and
simple physical properties

▪ describe in simple terms how
fossils are formed when things
that have lived are trapped
within rock

▪ recognise that soils are made
from rocks and organic matter.

▪ compare how things move on
different surfaces

▪ notice that some forces need
contact between two objects,
but magnetic forces can act at a
distance

▪ observe how magnets attract or
repel each other and attract
some materials and not others

▪ compare and group together a
variety of everyday materials on
the basis of whether they are
attracted to a magnet, and
identify some magnetic materials

▪ describe magnets as having two
poles

▪ predict whether two magnets
will attract or repel each other,
depending on which poles are
facing.

▪ recognise that they need light in
order to see things and that dark
is the absence of light

▪ notice that light is reflected from
surfaces

▪ recognise that light from the sun
can be dangerous and that there
are ways to protect their eyes

▪ recognise that shadows are
formed when the light from a
light source is blocked by an
opaque object

▪ find patterns in the way that the
size of shadows change.

Term taught: Summer 1

CONCEPT: How do plants work?
What do plants need to survive?
Life cycles of flowering plants
Seed dispersal

Big Question: How do human kind
choices impact the local environment?
How can we encourage flowering
plants to grow?

Hooks: Predicting what will happen to
seeds and plants if they are treated in
different ways.
Trying to grow parts of a plant
Changing the colour of a flower

Trip Opportunity:
Use of local environment

Term taught: Spring 2

CONCEPT: Skeletons, protect organs,
support bodies and are connected by
muscles to allow movement.
Why the correct nutrition is important
to different living things

Big Question: Why do we need a
skeleton
Why do some creatures have skeletons
on the inside and some on the
outside?

Key Texts: Based on Big Blue Whale &
The Book of Bones

Hooks: creating own versions of
skeletons in various media

Term taught: Autumn 1

CONCEPT: Different rocks are formed
in different ways and as a result have
different properties.

Big Question: Is all change needed?
Are all rocks the same?
How do fossils form?
Where does soil come from?
How are fossils formed?

Key Texts: If you find a rock by Peggy
Christian
A rock is Lively (poems) by
DiannaHutts Aston/ Sylvia Long

Stone age boy

Hooks: Stone age what made good
building materials? Why?

Term taught: Autumn 2

CONCEPT: Different materials behave
differently when they come into
contact with each other. Some are
magnetic, some create more friction
than others

Big Question:
Should you judge a book by its cover?
How do materials react to magnets?

Hooks: Links with Iron man

Trip Opportunity: Speaker to talk
about recycling and scrap (use of
magnets)

Term taught: Summer 2

CONCEPT: Light travels in straight lines.
It can pass through., be reflected or be
absorbed by different materials.

Big Question: How do we see things?
Reflective mirrors
Shadow pictures

Key Texts: The Night box

Hooks: Sun safety
Escape room activities?



Trip Opportunity: Stonehenge

Key Skills:
Ask relevant questions and use
scientific enquiries to answer them.
Setting up simple practical
enquiries, comparative and fair tests.
Making and recording observations
and testing ideas
Using results to draw simple
conclusions and predictions
Record findings using simple scientific
language, drawings, labelled diagrams,
tables

Key Skills:
Identify differences, similarities or
changes related to simple scientific
ideas
Using results to draw simple
conclusions, make predictions for new
values, suggest improvements and
raise further questions

Key Skills:
Setting up simple practical
enquiries, comparative and fair tests.
Making and recording observations
and testing ideas

Key Skills:
Setting up simple practical
enquiries, comparative and fair tests.
Making and recording observations
and testing ideas
Record findings using simple scientific
language, drawings, labelled diagrams,
tables

Key Skills:
Setting up simple practical
enquiries, comparative and fair tests.
Making and recording observations
and testing ideas

Using results to draw conclusions

Key Vocabulary: flowering plants,
roots, stem, trunk, leaves, flowers, air,
light, water, nutrients from soil, and
growth life cycle,  pollination,
fertilisation, seed formation and seed
dispersal.

Key Vocabulary: vertebrates
invertebrates skeleton, bones,
muscles, exoskeleton, endoskeleton,
spine, ribs, vital organs, movement,
support weight, Nutrition, food
groups, vitamins and minerals,
carbohydrates, protein, calcium, sugars

Key Vocabulary: rock, soil, fossil
sedimentary rock, metamorphic rock,
igneous rock

Key Vocabulary: force, magnets, poles,
magnetism, north, south, attract,
repel, propel, friction. gravity

Key Vocabulary: light, dark, shadow,
shade, direct light, light source, reflect,
reflective surface, opaque

Assessment Task:
Set up a simple practical enquiry and
make systematic and careful
observations to ascertain which type
of root absorbs the most amount of
water.

Record findings from which type of
root absorbs the most water into a
table. Report on findings orally.

Assessment Task:
Recording findings from secondary
sources about what is needed for a
healthy diet.

A labelled pie chart is presented to
show nutritional findings for a healthy
diet.

Assessment Task:
Set up simple comparative tests to
compare different types of rock and
investigate how hard they are.

Findings are recorded in a flow
diagram to show the different stages of
fossil formation.

Assessment Task:
Set up simple practical enquiries and

fair tests to investigate how far away a

magnet needs to be before it attracts a

magnetic material.

Record and report on findings from

practical enquiries.

Assessment Task:
Set up a simple practical enquiry, and

fair tests to identify which materials

create the darkest shadows.

Recording findings in a table and as a

bar chart to show how the distance

from a light source affects the size of a

shadow.

Observe how the angle at which a light

source shines on an object affects the

length of shadow of that object.

Year Four

Working Scientifically

▪ S1 Key skills: asking relevant questions and using different types of scientific enquiries to answer them

▪ setting up simple practical enquiries, comparative and fair tests

▪ making systematic and careful observations and, where appropriate, taking accurate measurements using standard units, using a range of
equipment, including thermometers and data loggers



▪ gathering, recording, classifying and presenting data in a variety of ways to help in answering questions

▪ recording findings using simple scientific language, drawings, labelled diagrams, keys, bar charts, and tables

▪ reporting on findings from enquiries, including oral and written explanations, displays or presentations of results and conclusions

▪ using results to draw simple conclusions, make predictions for new values, suggest improvements and raise further questions

▪ identifying differences, similarities or changes related to simple scientific ideas and processes

▪ Using straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions or to support their findings

Biology Chemistry Physics

Living things and their habitats Animals including humans States of matter Sound Electricity

▪ recognise that living things can

be grouped in a variety of

ways

▪ explore and use classification

keys to help group, identify

and name a variety of living

things in their local and wider

environment

▪ recognise that environments can
change and that this can
sometimes pose dangers to
living things.

▪ describe the simple functions

of the basic parts of the

digestive system in humans

▪ construct and interpret a variety
of food chains, identifying
producers, predators and prey.

▪ identify the different types of
teeth in humans and their
simple functions

▪ compare and group materials

together, according to

whether they are solids,

liquids or gases

▪ observe that some materials

change state when they are

heated or cooled, and

measure or research the

temperature at which this

happens in degrees Celsius

(°C)

▪ identify the part played by
evaporation and condensation in
the water cycle and associate the
rate of evaporation with
temperature.

▪ identify how sounds are made,

associating some of them with

something vibrating

▪ recognise that vibrations from

sounds travel through a

medium to the ear

▪ find patterns between the

pitch of a sound and features

of the object that produced it

▪ find patterns between the

volume of a sound and the

strength of the vibrations that

produced it

▪ recognise that sounds get

fainter as the distance from

the sound source increases.

▪ identify common appliances

that run on electricity

▪ construct a simple series

electrical circuit, identifying

and naming its basic parts,

including cells, wires, bulbs,

switches and buzzers

▪ identify whether or not a lamp

will light in a simple series

circuit, based on whether or

not the lamp is part of a

complete loop with a battery

▪ recognise that a switch opens

and closes a circuit and

associate this with whether or

not a lamp lights in a simple

series circuit

▪ recognise some common

conductors and insulators, and

associate metals with being

good conductors.



Term taught: Spring 2

CONCEPT: Living things can be grouped
in different ways

Big Question: How can we group
creatures together?

Key Texts: SLS books

Hooks: Collecting evidence of living
things from school field. On going,
(across the year) environmental study

Trip Opportunity: Local environment

Term taught: Autumn 1

CONCEPT: Our digestive system turns
food into the energy we need to
survive.
To understand what a food chain is and
recognise producers, consumers, prey
and predators.

Big Question: What happens to the
food we eat?
Do all living things eat the same?

Key Texts: The lucky escape: An
imaginative journey through the
digestive system

Hooks: Visit from dental nurse
Video of digestive system

Trip Opportunity: Speaker - dental
nurse

Term taught: Autumn 2

CONCEPT: How materials can change
from a liquid, to a solid, to a gas

Big Question: How does melting
iceberg change the world?

Key Texts: SLS books

Hooks: Does air have weight?

Trip Opportunity: Time Lapse video of
weather changing throughout the
year

Term taught: Spring 1

CONCEPT: How do we hear sound?

Big Question: Can we change the
sounds we hear?

Key Texts: Polar bear, polar bear, what
do you hear? Bill Martin
Ten ways to hear snow Cathy Camper

Hooks: Link to 3 /4 Easter production

Trip Opportunity: The Science Centre

Term taught: Summer 2

CONCEPT: Electricity flows through a
circuit made of materials that conduct
electricity

Big Question: How does electricity
travel?

Key Texts: The boy who harnessed the
wind by Bryan Mealer and William
Kamkwamba

Hooks:The boy who harnessed the
wind by Bryan Mealer and William
Kamkwamba (Youtube reading)

Trip Opportunity: Speaker from an
electric company - powering the
grid. How does electricity get into
our homes?

Key Skills:
Gathering, recording and classifying
and presenting data.
Identifying differences, similarities or
changes related to simple scientific
ideas and processes.

Key Skills:
Setting up practical enquiries and fair
tests
Making systematic and careful
observations
Record findings using simple scientific
language, drawings. Labelled diagrams,

Key Skills:
Making systematic and careful
observations, taking accurate
measurements using standard units,
using equipment i.e. thermometers.
Record findings using simple scientific
language, drawings. Labelled diagrams,
Use results to draw simple conclusions

Key Skills:
Gathering, recording and classifying
and presenting data.
Identify differences, similarities or
changes related to

Key Skills:
Setting up practical enquiries and fair
tests.
Record findings using simple scientific
language, drawings. Labelled diagrams,
keys.
Use results to draw simple conclusions

Key Vocabulary:
Classification vertebrate, fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds, mammals,
invertebrates snails and slugs, worms,
spiders, and insects
Flowering non flowering

Key Vocabulary:

Teeth, milk teeth, incisor canine molar,

digestive system, mouth, tongue,

teeth, oesophagus, stomach and small

and large

food chains, consumers, producers,
predators and prey

Key Vocabulary:

Materials, liquid, solid gas

Properties, Melt, freeze, temperature,

changing state, evaporation,

condensation, water cycle

Key Vocabulary:

Vibrations, Sound waves, Pitch

Volume, Distance, instruments

Solid, high, low

Key Vocabulary:
Circuit, series circuit, cell, battery, wire,
bulb, buzzer switch, insulator
conductor

Assessment Task:
Use identification keys to identify
plants and animals in the local area.

Use and create a dichotomous key.

Assessment Task:
Using labelled diagrams,  explain orally
and in written form, the key digestive
features of what happens when food is
eaten.

Assessment Task:
Set up simple practical enquiries to
observe what happens when solids
and  liquids are heated.

Explain how the water cycle works by
using straightforward scientific

Assessment Task:
Set up a simple fair test and make
systematic and careful measurements
to see how the height from which an
object is dropped affects the loudness
of the sound produced and how the

Assessment Task:
Set up simple practical enquiries,

comparative and fair tests to establish

which materials are conductors and

which are insulators.



Report on findings from a chosen
habitat explaining what dangers these
environments can face and how these
can be overcome.

evidence to answer questions and
support their findings.

length of an elastic band affects the
pitch of the sound produced.

Use results to draw simple conclusions
to create a switch from a material which
conducts electricity.

Science Upper Key Stage Two

The principal focus of science teaching in upper key stage 2 is to enable pupils to develop a deeper understanding of a wide range of scientific ideas. They should do this through exploring and talking about
their ideas; asking their own questions about scientific phenomena; and analysing functions, relationships and interactions more systematically. At upper key stage 2, they should encounter more abstract
ideas and begin to recognise how these ideas help them to understand and predict how the world operates. They should also begin to recognise that scientific ideas change and develop over time. They
should select the most appropriate ways to answer science questions using different types of scientific enquiry, including observing changes over different periods of time, noticing patterns, grouping and
classifying things, carrying out comparative and fair tests and finding things out using a wide range of secondary sources of information. Pupils should draw conclusions based on their data and observations,
use evidence to justify their ideas, and use their scientific knowledge and understanding to explain their findings.

‘Working and thinking scientifically’ is described separately at the beginning of the programme of study, but must always be taught through and clearly related to substantive science content in the
programme of study. Throughout the notes and guidance, examples show how scientific methods and skills might be linked to specific elements of the content.

Pupils should read, spell and pronounce scientific vocabulary correctly.

Year Five

Working Scientifically

▪ planning different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions, including recognising and controlling variables where necessary

▪ taking measurements, using a range of scientific equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, taking repeat readings when
appropriate

▪ recording data and results of increasing complexity using scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, tables, scatter graphs, bar and
line graphs

▪ using test results to make predictions to set up further comparative and fair tests



▪ reporting and presenting findings from enquiries, including conclusions, causal relationships and explanations of and degree of trust in
results, in oral and written forms such as displays and other presentations

▪ identifying scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or arguments.

Biology Chemistry Physics

All living things and their habitats Animals including humans
Properties & changes of
materials

Forces Earth & Space

● Describe the differences in the

life cycles of a mammal, an

amphibian, an insect and a bird

● Describe the life process of
reproduction in some plants and
animals.

▪ Describe the changes as
humans develop to old age.

▪ Compare and group

together everyday materials on

the basis of their properties,

including their hardness,

solubility, transparency,

conductivity (electrical and

thermal), and response to

magnets

▪ Know that some

materials will dissolve in liquid to

form a solution, and describe

how to recover a substance from

a solution

▪ Use knowledge of solids,

liquids and gases to decide how

mixtures might be separated,

including through filtering,

sieving and evaporating

▪ Give reasons, based on

evidence from comparative and

fair tests, for the particular uses

of everyday materials, including

metals, wood and plastic

● Explain that

unsupported objects fall

towards Earth because

the force of gravity

acting between the

Earth and falling object

● Identify the effects of air

resistance, water

resistance and friction

that act between

moving surfaces

● Recognise that some

mechanisms, including

levers, pulleys and

gears, allow a smaller

force  to have a greater

effect

▪ describe the movement

of the Earth, and other planets,

relative to the Sun in the solar

system

▪ describe the movement

of the Moon relative to the Earth

▪ describe the Sun, Earth

and Moon as approximately

spherical bodies

▪ use the idea of the

Earth’s rotation to explain day

and night and the apparent

movement of the sun across the

sky.



▪ Demonstrate that

dissolving, mixing and changes of

state are reversible changes

▪ Explain that some

changes result in the formation

of new materials, and that this

kind of change is not usually

reversible, including changes

associated with burning and the

action of acid on bicarbonate of

soda.

Term taught: Summer 1 & 2

CONCEPT:
(Summer 1) To understand how plants
reproduce.
(Summer 2) To understand why plants and
animals have different life cycles.

Big Question: (Summer1) How are plants able
to reproduce?
(Summer 2) Why are life cycles different
between species?

Hooks: (Summer 1) Using microscopes to
dissect flowers.
(Summer 2) live caterpillars

Term taught: Summer 2

CONCEPT: To understand that the
body changes at different ages.

Big Question: Why do humans grow,
develop and change in different
stages of life?

Term taught: Autumn 2 and Spring 1

CONCEPT:
(Autumn 2)
To know that materials can be
divided into solids, liquids and gases
(Spring 1)
To know that we use different
objects for different purposes
depending on their properties.
Big Question:
(Autumn 2)
When a substance is dissolved to
create a mixture, are we able to
separate the mixture and get the
substance back again?
(Spring 1)
Is it possible to change materials into
completely new materials? How
would we know if it was a new
material or the same material mixed
differently?

Term taught: Spring 2

CONCEPT: To understand that gravity
acts on all objects on Earth and that
friction stops objects from moving.

Big Question: Do larger heavier
objects fall to Earth quicker than
smaller lighter objects?

Hooks: Children use large card
outside and run to feel resistance.
Use water to feel water resistance.

Trip Opportunity:
Winchester Science Centre and The

Look Out for Gears and pulleys

Term taught: Autumn 1

CONCEPT: To make connections
between the Sun, Earth and Moon

Big Question: How does the Sun and
Moon impact life on Earth?

Key Texts: George’s secret key to the
universe

Hooks: Make rockets using straws.

Trip Opportunity:
Winchester Science Centre

Key Skills:
(Summer 1)

● Ask questions, make predictions,

observe, measure, record data,

interpret and communicate results

● Use a microscope

● Using tools to dissect and identify

different parts of a flower

Key Skills:
● Ask questions

● Construct timelines and

compare a human timeline

with different mammals.

Key questions:

Key Skills:
(Autumn 2 and Spring 1)

● Ask questions, make

predictions, set up tests,

observe and measure,

record data, interpret and

communicate results,

evaluate

Key Skills:
● Ask questions, make

predictions, set up tests,

observe and measure,

record data, interpret and

communicate results,

evaluate

Key Skills:
● Ask questions

● Identify where Earth is

located in the solar system

● Make predictions about

life on Earth if the Sun

became extinct or the



● Investigate different sized helicopter

seeds

(Summer 2)
● Ask questions, make predictions,

observe, measure, record data,

interpret and communicate results

● Compare and contrast different life

cycles of plants and animals

● Construct timelines

Key questions:
(summer 1)

● Why is seed dispersal more effective

in some plants than others?

● How are seeds dispersed?

● Why are flowers different colours?

● What do some plants produce lots of

seeds and others few?

● How do plants and flowers

reproduce (sexual and asexual)?

● What are the advantages

/disadvantages of sexual and asexual

reproduction?

(Summer 2)
● Why are there variations between

different insects, amphibians, birds

and mammals?

● Why do some species live longer

than others?

● Why are there variations in

human timeline stages?

● Why do some children

reach puberty earlier than

other children?

● Why do some adults live

longer than others?

● Plan investigations asking

for the equipment they

need to carry out the

experiment.

● Pose a question that they

want to find the answer to

● Carry out an investigation

working as part of a team,

to obtain results

● Record results in a

systematic way, checking

that results are accurate

● Interpret results stating

anomalies and why they

may have occurred

● Predict the outcome

● Interpret results and make

conclusions about what

they have found out

● State what they would do

differently if they were to

repeat the experiment

● State how results link to

scientific understanding of

the world

Key questions:
(Autumn 2 and Spring 1)

● Has a new substance been

made?

● When a substance

dissolves, where has it

gone?

● Can you get a substance

back once it has been

dissolved?

● How does the

temperature/viscosity/

colour/smell/state/
density affect how a
substance dissolves?

● Why can’t all substances

be separated again?

● Plan investigations asking

for the equipment they

need to carry out the

experiment.

● Pose a question that they

want to find the answer to

● Carry out an investigation

working as part of a team,

to obtain results

● Record results in a

systematic way, checking

that results are accurate

● Interpret results stating

anomalies and why they

may have occurred

● Predict the outcome

● Interpret results and make

conclusions about what

they have found out

● State what they would do

differently if they were to

repeat the experiment

● State how results link to

scientific understanding of

the world

Key questions:

● Why do objects slow down

in air and water?

● Why does helium make

balloons float but not

oxygen when both are

gases?

● How can friction be

increased / decreased?

● When two objects,

regardless of mass and

shape, are dropped at the

same time, why do they

land at the same time?

Moon/Earth was knocked

out of orbit

● Predict what the

temperatures are on the

different planets in the

Solar System

● Use the internet to

research the different

planets, stars and the Solar

System

● Interpret findings and what

they mean

● Use mathematical skills to

calculate gravity and mass

on the Earth and Moon

Key questions:
● Why is the Sun so

important?

● What would happen to life

on Earth if Earth was

knocked out of its orbit?

● Why do we have night and

day?

● Why are there seasons?

● Why do we have a leap

year?

● Why do shadows change

throughout the day?

● Why do we not know what

is beyond our Solar

System?

● How have scientists found

out what they know about

space if they have not

visited?

● Why can we not breathe in

space?

● Why does the Moon only

appear at night?

● Why do we have high and

low tide?



● Why do substances behave

differently when mixed

with other substances?

● How can we stop liquids

freezing?

● How can we melt ice

quickly? How does it work?

● How can the shape of an

object affect the time it

takes to fall?

● Why do we not fall off

Earth?

● Why does it take some

planets longer to orbit the

sun than other planets?

● Can life be sustained on

another planet?

● Why is gravity 6x more on

Earth than the Moon

despite the Moon having a

mass of 80x more than the

Moon?

Key Vocabulary: (summer 1)
Reproduction, pollination, fertilisation, pollen,
stigma, stamen, anthers, style, carpel, pistol,
ovary, ovaries, growth, seed, scent, insects,
pollinators, male, female, colour, wind, water,
explosion, birds, flowers, flowering,
germinating, photosynthesis, petal, sunlight,
sexual, asexual, reproduction, evolve,
identical, offspring, exact replica, advantage,
disadvantage, more likely, less likely, survive,
thrive, change, attract, nectar, seed dispersal,
characteristics,
(summer 2)
Life cycle, stages, mammal, insect, amphibian,
bird, changes, evolve, compare, contrast,
timeline, growth, variations, fertilisation,
similar, different, essential, survive, thrive egg,
birth, develop, adolescent, learning,
independent, reproductive organs, adaptation,
death, characteristics,

Key Vocabulary:
life cycle, birth, young, adolescent,
reproduction, growth, death, eggs,
adolescence, puberty, embryo,
stages, evolve, characteristics, family,
similarities, differences, inherited,
traits, variations, genes, parent,
child, offspring, generations,
genetics, baby, toddler, child,
teenager, young adult, adult,
hormones,

Key Vocabulary:
solid, liquid, gas, conduction,
solution, mixture, material, viscous,
substance, absorption, insulation,
insulator, separate, reversible,
irreversible, chromatography,
evaporation, solubility, dissolve,
thermal, filtering, sieving, hardness,
density, transparency, conductivity,
magnetism, melting, freezing,
classify, temperature, properties,
heating, cooling, condense, water
cycle, boiling, filtration, crystals,
mould, waterproof, strong, texture,
colour, smell, state,

Key Vocabulary:
weight, mass, gravity, Earth,
up-thrust, newton, force meter, air
resistance, water resistance, drag,
friction, mechanism, pulley, lever,
gears, springs, arrows, equal,
unequal, opposite, still, stationary, at
rest, not moving, interlocking,
surface, solid, liquid, gas, shape,
smaller/greater force, greater/lesser
effect, Galileo Galilei, Isaac Newton,
dense, density, surface area, height,
material,

Key Vocabulary:
day, east, dark, light, moon, night,
stars, sun, west, axis, lunar, orbit,
planet, reflect, revolve, rotate,
satellite, shadow, source, surface,
year, sphere, spin, sunrise, sunset,
north, south, earth, planets,
atmosphere, astronaut, size,
distance, shorter, longer, phase,
waxing, waning, morning, seasons,
space, spherical, spring, summer,
sunlight, winter, angle, angle of
inclination, autumn, cast, day-length,
flat earth, inclination, inclined,
mid-day,

Assessment Task:
Plan different types of scientific enquiries to
answer questions including what affects how
long pollinators stay at a plant?

Report and present findings from the enquiry -
the longer the gestation period, the longer the
life expectancy? If this is true, why?

Use scientific diagrams and labels to explain
the functions of a flower and life cycles of
different animals.

Assessment Task:
Record data and results of increasing
complexity using a line graph to
show how the length of a baby
changes over time.

Report and present findings from the
line graph drawing conclusions.

Assessment Task:
Take measurements, using a
thermometer, stopwatch, metre stick
and ruler, with increasing accuracy
and precision.

Record data and results with
increasing complexity by creating a
line graph to show which material is
the best insulator.

Report and present findings from
enquiries, including conclusions, and
explanations of and a degree of trust

Assessment Task:
Take repeated accurate
measurements using a stopwatch to
investigate how the surface area of a
spinner affects the time it takes to
fall.

Report and present findings from
enquiries, including conclusions and
a degree of trust in results to explain
which shoes provide the best grip on
different surfaces.

Assessment Task:
Use scientific diagrams and labels to
explain how day and night occur and
why we have seasons.

Identify scientific evidence that has
been used to support or refute ideas
or arguments about the sun/Earth
being at the centre of the universe.

Plan different types of scientific
enquiry to investigate how if a planet
has more Moons, does the planet
receive more light?



in results, in oral and written forms
to show which are the best
conditions to dissolve sugar in the
fastest time.

Year Six

Working Scientifically

▪ planning different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions, including recognising and controlling variables where necessary

▪ taking measurements, using a range of scientific equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, taking repeat readings when
appropriate

▪ recording data and results of increasing complexity using scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, tables, scatter graphs, bar and
line graphs

▪ using test results to make predictions to set up further comparative and fair tests

▪ reporting and presenting findings from enquiries, including conclusions, causal relationships and explanations of and degree of trust in
results, in oral and written forms such as displays and other presentations

▪ identifying scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or arguments.

Biology Physics

Living things and their habitats Animals including humans Evolution and Inheritance Light Electricity

▪ describe how living things are

classified into broad groups according

to common observable

characteristics and based on

similarities and differences, including

microorganisms, plants and animals

▪ give reasons for classifying plants and

animals based on specific

characteristics.

▪ identify and name the main

parts of the human

circulatory system, and

describe the functions of the

heart, blood vessels and

blood

▪ recognise the impact of diet,

exercise, drugs and lifestyle

on the way their bodies

function

▪ describe the ways in which

nutrients and water are

▪ recognise that living things

have changed over time and

that fossils provide

information about living

things that inhabited the

Earth millions of years ago

▪ recognise that living things

produce offspring of the

same kind, but normally

offspring vary and are not

identical to their parents

▪ recognise that light appears

to travel in straight lines

▪ use the idea that light travels

in straight lines to explain

that objects are seen

because they give out or

reflect light into the eye

▪ explain that we see things

because light travels from

light sources to our eyes or

from light sources to objects

and then to our eyes

▪ Associate the brightness of a

lamp or the volume of a

buzzer with the number and

voltage of cells used in a

circuit

▪ Compare and give reasons

for variations in how

components function,

including the brightness of

bulbs, the loudness of

buzzers and the on/off

position of switches



transported within animals,

including humans.

▪ identify how animals and

plants are adapted to suit

their environment in

different ways and that

adaptation may lead to

evolution.

▪ Use the idea that light

travels in straight lines to

explain why shadows have

the same shape as the

objects that cast them.

▪ Use recognised symbols

when representing a simple

circuit in a diagram

Term taught: Autumn 1

CONCEPT: To use keys and classification
systems to group living things based on their
similarities and differences

Big Question: How can animals and plants be
classified into groups and sub-groups?

Hooks: Create a food menu from animals and
plants found in the rainforest

Term taught:  Spring 1

CONCEPT: Endurance
To identify that animals need a
variety of food to help them grow
and survive.

Big Question: How can animals
ensure they receive a balanced diet
with the right nutrients to survive in
their environment?

Key Texts:
Emperor Penguins  by Barry Louis

Polisar

Polar Bear by J. Patrick Lewis

In Praise of Penguins by Robin

Bernard

Hooks: Frozen Planet David
Attenborough

Term taught: Summer 2

CONCEPT: To understand that
evolution happens over millions of
years and organisms either evolve or
become extinct.

Big Question: How have plants and
animals adapted to the ever
changing environment and climate?

Key Texts: Darwin, Wallace and
Lamarck’s theory of evolution
Tinga Tanga Tales (Myths) – How the
giraffe got his long neck

Hooks: David Attenborough
documentaries

Term taught: Autumn 2

CONCEPT: To know that light travels
in straight lines and we are able to
see as light travels into our eyes
through the pupil.

Big Question: How do we see?

Hooks: Blind fold/distorted vision
goggles that children wear to see
what it would be like if they were
partially sighted/blind.

Term taught: Summer 1

CONCEPT: Electricity is forced round
a circuit by a battery. The more
batteries within a circuit, the
brighter the light/louder the buzzer.

Big Question: How does the number
of batteries added to a circuit affect
the components?

Key Texts: Burglar Bill by Janet and
Allan Ahlberg

Hooks: A day without using
electricity to discover how much we
rely on electricity in everyday life.

Trip Opportunity: Electricity
company speaker

Key Skills:
● Ask questions

● Create keys and classification

systems

Key questions:
● Why are these animals found in the

rainforests?

● How have these animals evolved and

adapted to survive in their

surroundings?

● How have human actions impacted

species survival?

Key Skills:
● Ask questions

● Make predictions about

animals’ diets based on

their environments

● Record data about

nutrients and diets

● Interpret data and

communicate findings

Key questions:
● What foods do we need to

help us grow and survive?

Key Skills:
● Ask questions

● Make predictions about

past/future events

● Record data

● Research extinct animals

and animals that have

evolved

● Interpret timelines

● Construct timelines

● Interpret data

● Communicate findings

Key questions:

Key Skills:
● Ask questions

● Make predictions

● Investigate

● Observe and measure

● Record data

● Interpret and communicate

results and findings

● Evaluate

Key questions:
● What are blind people

unable to see?

Key Skills:
● Ask questions

● Make predictions

● Design and create

● Set up an investigation

● Observe and measure data

● Work systematically

● Record data

● Interpret and

communicate results

● Evaluate results

Key questions:



● Why might we want to categorise a

group of plants and animals?

● How does a balanced/poor

diet affect our bodies?

● Why do humans need

varied diets?

● How can we keep our

bodies healthy?

● How does an athlete's diet

differ?

● How do nutrients from our

food get to the right parts

of our bodies?

● What is needed to

transport nutrients around

the body?

● How do we know about

animals/events from the

past?

● How do scientists piece

together evidence to work

out how organisms have

evolved?

● Which famous scientists

lead the way in the

discovery of evolution?

● What makes evolution less

likely in an animal or plant

species?

● How have specific

animals/plants evolved?

● How are characteristics

passed on from parents?

● How does light travel?

● Why do we see colour?

● Why can’t colour blind

people see colour?

● How are shadows formed?

● How is light reflected?

● How do our eyes react to

bright conditions and dark

conditions?

● How are our eyes

damaged?

● Why does our eyesight

deteriorate as we get

older?

● Why can some people see

far in the distance and

some people only see

things close up?

● How can we make a bulb

light up?

● What equipment is needed

to create a simple circuit?

● How does adding/taking

away batteries from the

circuit affect the

components?

● How do lights in our

houses work?

● How does an alarm work?

● How do lights on a

Christmas tree work?

● If we didn’t have any wires,

could we still make a bulb

light up?

● Does the length of the

wires affect the brightness

of a bulb? The

performance of a battery?

● Why can birds land on

electricity pylons and not

be electrocuted?

● How do trains work?

Key Vocabulary:
Animals, plants, vertebrates, fish, amphibians,
reptiles, birds, mammals, invertebrates,
insects, arachnids, molluscs, flowering,
grasses, deciduous, non-flowering, algae,
coniferous, ferns, adaptation, predators,
species, classification , classify, characteristics,
similarities, micro-organisms, organisms,
environment, habitats, key, species,
sub-species,

Key Vocabulary:
Human body, circulation, circulatory
system, heart, blood, blood vessels,
diet, exercise, lifestyle, health,
nutrients, absorption, transported,
organs, skeletal, muscular, digestion,
carbohydrates, protein, diary, fats,
sugars, vegetables, fruits, vitamins,
minerals, calcium, fibre, complex,
simple, cholesterol, iron, arteries,
clot, fatty build up, heart attack,
legal, illegal, chemical, change,
addictive, class A B C, nicotine,
behaviour, oesophagus, stomach,
teeth, swallow, incisors, canines,
molars, stomach acid, microbes,
large intestines, small intestines,
chemicals, dissolve, anus, insulation,
energy, illness, food labels, balanced

Key Vocabulary:
Evolution, adaptations, inheritance,
fossils, inhabited, living things,
offspring, identical, characteristics,
sediment, cast, ancestors, Charles
Darwin, Alfred Wallace,
Jean-Baptiste Lamarck,
characteristics, generation, variation,
offspring, environment,
palaeontologists, survival, zoologists,
extinct, evolve, trilobite fossils,
similarities, differences, traits,
inherited, reproduce, sexual
reproduction, asexual reproduction,
natural selection, organisms,

Key Vocabulary:
light, source, travel, straight line,
waves, ray, beam, wave, photon,
energy, vacuum, reflection, angle,
incidence, normal, periscope, eyes,
shadows, pupil, transparent,
translucent, opaque, reflected,
darkness, scattered, mirrored
surface, shiny surface, reflectors,

Key Vocabulary:
wire, bright, dim, filament,
electromagnet, conductor, insulator,
plug, mains electricity, cell, battery,
switch, bulb, motor, buzzer, series,
parallel, circuit, crocodile clips, wire,
complete circuit, symbol, circuit
diagram, voltage, symbols, simple
circuit, series circuits, supply,
components, precautions, safety,
volume,



diet, activity, muscles, saliva,
chewing,

Assessment Task:
Plan different types of scientific enquiries to
answer a question - are all microorganisms
harmful? - recognising and controlling
variables in an investigation. Report on
findings and draw conclusions.

Use a classification key for trees and plants to
identify specific characteristics.

Assessment Task:
Plan a pattern-seeking enquiry into
If there is a relationship between the
type of exercise that you do and the
number of times your heart beats
per minute. Record results using a
line graph and report if there are
causal relationships in the data.

Assessment Task:
identify scientific evidence that has
been used to support or refute ideas
or arguments to understand who
Darwin was and why he was so
important.

Present findings into how different
plants from around the world have
evolved to survive.

Assessment Task:
Identify scientific evidence that has
been used to support or refute ideas
or arguments to prove or disprove
that light cannot travel around
corners.

To be able to plan a scientific enquiry
into how does light behave when it
hits an object? Children recognise
and control variables where
necessary.

Assessment Task:
Plan a fair test by recognising the
control variables into what affects
the brightness of a bulb. Children
take repeat measurements of data
with precision and explain the
degree of accuracy and trust in their
bulb brightness results.


